
Twenty Beautiful Quotes
(picture +1)

"There's nothing better than a good person. They can change your whole day. They can change your whole life." -Chance the

Rapper
1.

"If you create something and only you know the meaning of it, that’s the beginning of purpose for you." -Tyler Joseph2.

"You are a human with one life and it's up to you to make it the best life you can." -Daniel Howell3.

"The true beauty of a woman is reflected in her soul." -Audrey Hepburn4.

"Being happy doesn't mean that everything is perfect. It means that you've decided to look beyond the imperfections." -

Gerard Way
5.

"I believe that everything happens for a reason. People change so that you can learn to let go...and sometimes good things

fall apart so better things can fall together"- Marilyn Monroe
6.

"Place your hand over your heart. Feel that? That's called PURPOSE. You're alive for a reason. Don't give up." -Unknown7.

"When you have a bad day, a really bad day, try to treat the world better than it treated you." -Patrick Stump8.

"Every one of you can be the start of something incredible." -Mark Fischbach (markiplier)9.

"Don’t let the fear of unhappiness cripple your pursuit of finding what it is you believe.” -Tyler Joseph10.

"I'm not afraid of taking risks. No one can define me." -Beyonce11.

“Don't you ever let a soul in the world tell you that you can't be exactly who you are.” -Lady Gaga12.

“Music seems to hold everything together. It seems to make things not so chaotic sometimes. It seems to make things

make more sense sometimes.” -Tyler Joseph
13.

"I'd rather be hated for who I am than loved for who I'm not." -Miles McKenna14.

"Just because today is a terrible day doesn't mean tomorrow might not be the best day of your entire life. You just have to

wake up and get there." -Pete Wentz
15.



“Be yourself. Don't worry about what other people are thinking of you, because they're probably feeling the same kind of

scared, horrible feelings that everyone does.” -Phil Lester
16.

"No one else is dealing with your demons, meaning maybe defeating them could be the beginning of your meaning, friend.” -

Tyler Joseph
17.

"Do what you do. Do what makes you unique. Do what makes you happy." -Sean McLoughlin (jacksepticeye)18.

"Challenges are what make life interesting and overcoming them is what makes life meaningful." -Joshua J. Marine19.

"I know you're sad, so I won't tell you to have a good day. Instead, I will advise you to simply have a day. Stay alive, (1/2)20.

(2/2) feed yourself well, wear comfortable clothes and don't give up on yourself just yet. It'll get better. Until then, have a

day." -Unknown
21.
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